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Abstract
Stanene was proposed to be a large-gap quantum spin Hall insulator, yet to

date, convincing evidence of topological edge states in stanene remains to be seen,

partly due to the fact that the topological property depends on the interplay

between substrate, chemical functionalization, and layer thickness. Here we fabricate

1-5 layer high-quality stanene films on the Bi(111) substrate by using hydrogen

atoms as surfactants, and demonstrate their strikingly robust nontrivial topology

using scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy and first-principles calculations.

The observed topological edge states possess a bilateral-penetration depth shorter

than 4 nm, allowing the formation of dense and parallel multi-edge-channels. Our

calculations further show that surface hydrogenation helps to improve the quality

of stanene films, while the Bi substrate endows the films with robust nontrivial

topology. These stanene films also exhibit superconductivity, and the coexistence of

nontrivial topology and superconductivity renders them distinct potential to become

the simplest one-dimensional topological superconductors.
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Introduction1

Quantum spin Hall insulators (QSHIs) are novel two-dimensional (2D) materials with2

insulating bulk interior and conducting edge channels that prohibit backscattering[1, 2].3

Among the massive candidates, stanene, the tin analogue of graphene, stands out due to4

its simple structure and large gap[3]. Theoretical studies have shown that stanene films5

may possess tunable topological properties that are sensitive to the substrate, chemical6

functionalization, and layer thickness[3–9]. Such sensitivities endow stanene with great7

tunability, but meanwhile pose challenges in experimental measurements. In previous8

studies, monolayer stanene films with compressed strain were shown to exhibit a trivial band9

structure[5, 10–12]. A major advance in realizing nontrivial band topology was achieved10

when growing stanene on the Cu(111)-(3×3) surface, where the ultra-flat stanene films11

which are stable at low temperature show an inverted band order[13]. More recently,12

stanene films grown on the InSb(111)-(3×3) surface were also shown to display the existence13

of edge states[14], even though the films are highly defective, probably caused by the14

large lattice mismatch between the overlayers and substrate. Identification of a proper15

substrate to grow stable stanene films with nontrivial topological properties is critically16

needed for further exploration and potential utilization of their salient topological properties.17

In particular, a clear and robust evidence of the one-dimensional (1D) topological edge18

states as characterized by the well-localized distribution of density of states (DOS) at edges19

remains to be seen. Such highly desirable advances, coupled with the recently confirmed20

superconductivity in the few-layer regime[15, 16], may also lead to potential realization of21

topological superconductivity[17] in such systems.22

Here we have successfully grown 1-5 layer stanene on the Bi(111) substrate, where23

the stanene films are stable at room temperature. Our in-situ scanning tunneling24

microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS) measurements confirm the quality of the stanene films25

and show clear evidences of topological edge states in all the 1-5 layer films, which escapes26

the layer-dependence constraints of QSHIs proposed in previous studies[18, 19]. Meanwhile,27

a very short bilateral-penetration length (<4 nm) of topological edge states is detected,28

which tremendously reduces the distance limit in avoiding coupling between two parallel29

edge channels. Experimental evidences are also found in a multi-step area, where the edge30

states on different layers are sustained with a lateral separation of several nanometers.31

These results offer clear advantages for future developments of topological devices with32
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robust performances and high channel density. Furthermore, our first-principles calculations33

reveal the contribution of surface hydrogenation to improve the quality of stanene films and34

the importance of the Bi substrate to endow the systems with robust nontrivial topologies.35

Apart from the topological property, we have also detected superconducting gaps of few-layer36

stanene using the dI/dV spectra (STS). Fully superconducting gaps are present at 40037

mK when the film thickness of stanene surpasses three layers. These results in few-layer38

stanene pave a shortcut to achieve a platform combining both topological edge states and39

superconductivity, two ingredients which further endow the systems with great potential to40

host the simplest 1D topological superconductors (TSCs)[20–22].41

Sample growth and STM characterization42

Stanene has a buckled honeycomb structure as shown in Fig. 1a. Based on our43

previous studies of experimentally growing stanene on Te-terminated Bi2Te3 substrate[10]44

and the theoretical prediction of achieving high-quality stanene film on Bi pre-covered Bi2Te345

surface[23], we have chosen Bi(111) as the substrate to grow stanene. As shown in Fig. 1b,46

the Bi(111) films were firstly grown on a silicon wafer with the film thickness of ∼10 nm47

to eliminate the epitaxial strain with silicon. Then an annealing process at 135◦C has48

been applied to acquire large flat Bi (111) terraces (see Fig. 1c). The epitaxial growth of49

Sn was carried out right after the substrate was transferred to the preparation chamber50

from an environment of 4.2 K to keep a low deposition temperature, and the deposited51

Sn atoms evenly cover the Bi(111) surface (see Fig. 1c). After annealing at 40◦C, the Sn52

atoms form stanene films with good quality as shown in Fig. 1d (see Fig. S1 for details53

of sample growth). The profile along the black dotted line in Fig. 1d indicates the height54

of a single stanene layer of ∼0.38 nm. The atomically resolved image consisting of the55

upper sublattice Sn atoms shows a hexagonal structure with a lattice constant of ∼0.45556

nm, which is the same as that of the Bi(111) substrate. Multilayer stanene films have also57

been achieved here with good quality, except for the increased amount of Sn clusters of 1∼258

nm in height residing at the film edges (see Fig. 1e). Specifically, we have obtained 1-559

layer stanene films, and found that the atomic lattices show no visible difference on different60

layer films. We have further studied the stacking configuration of the stanene layers, and61

confirmed that it follows the structure of α-Sn (see Fig. S2). It should also be emphasized62

that the top-most surface of the stanene films is saturated by hydrogen atoms based on63

previous experimental experiences[10, 12]. Our current experimental studies and systematic64
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first-principles calculations further reveal that the surface passivation of the growth front65

by the residual hydrogen is essential in achieving layer-by-layer growth of the high-quality66

stanene films, with the hydrogen functioning as a surfactant[24, 25]. Details on the growth67

mechanism will be presented elsewhere.68

On the robust topological edge states69

The existence of an energy gap separating occupied and unoccupied states is essential for70

QSHIs[26]. Earlier theoretical studies have shown the potential existence of QSH states in71

freestanding stanene, including the effects of hydrogen passivation[4, 7]. Here we consider72

the physically realistic situation of stanene grown on the Bi(111) substrate both theoretically73

and experimentally. According to our present first-principles calculations (see Fig. S3 for the74

computational model), 1-5 layer stanene films on Bi(111) all have well-defined continuous75

gaps across the whole Brillouin zone (see Fig. S4), allowing to evaluate a topological76

invariant Z2 for each system. The results are shown in the last row of Table I, indicating an77

extraordinarily robust nontrivial topology that is impervious to the layer thickness.78

Given these strong theoretical results, we have experimentally investigated the potential79

existence of nontrivial topological edge states for different layer stanene films on Bi(111).80

Taking the 4-layer stanene as an example, we found that the inclusion of the spin-orbit81

coupling (SOC) removes the contact between the conduction and valcence bands (CBs and82

VBs) around the Γ point and gives rise to a large continuous gap exceeding 200 meV (see Fig.83

2a and Fig. S5). Such a SOC-induced gap opening is accompanied by a topological phase84

transition and results in a nontrivial Z2 number. In addition, the relatively low indirect85

overlapping of the CBs and VBs at different momenta characterizes the system to be a86

semimetal, as depicted by the calculated DOS in Fig. 2b. The dI/dV spectrum taken in the87

interior of the 4th-layer stanene film (hereafter referred to as the bulk) is also shown by the88

green curve. A shift of the Fermi level is expected because the theoretical model contains89

only 3 bilayer Bi(111) substrate, much thinner than the experimental thickness (∼10 nm). In90

our experiments, the thicker bismuth contributes to a higher electron doping level, resulting91

in an upward shift of the Fermi level relative to the calculated value. After adjusting the92

electron doping level, the calculated DOS matches well with the dI/dV spectrum, especially93

within the energy window of -0.2 to 0.5 eV, overlapping the continuous gap. A remarkable94

feature in this range is the observed dip above the Fermi level, denoted as the bulk dip.95

Within this dip, the bulk states have the lowest density, thereby giving us a window to96
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detect the potential evidences of the edge states. The spectra taken on stanene films with97

different layer thicknesses are compared in Fig. S4, all of which exhibit a similar dip feature.98

The hallmark of the QSH systems is the topologically protected helical edge states, which99

are manifested by the enhanced intensity of local DOS (LDOS, obtained by the dI/dV100

spectra) at the film edges in spatially-resolved STM studies [27–31]. For a semimetallic101

system, it is crucial to find an energy window in which the LDOS is dominated by topological102

edge states. Figure 2c shows a 4th-layer stanene island with a hexagonal shape. Two different103

zigzag edges are observed: the longer/shorter edge containing the Sn atoms of upper/lower104

sublattice (A/B edge in Fig. 1a, details to experimentally distinguish the A and B edges105

can be found in Fig. S2). We compared the dI/dV spectra taken in the bulk and at the106

two edges in Fig. 2d. The bulk spectrum shows the characteristic dip feature between 160107

and 322 mV as marked by the vertical gray dashed lines, and the minimum of bulk dip is108

located at ∼185 mV. At both edges, the intensities of the LDOS surpass that of the bulk109

spectrum essentially in the whole dip range. In particular, the spectrum of the A edge110

shows a distinct peak feature at ∼270 mV. The enhanced LDOS at both edges signifies the111

potential existence of the edge states, an important aspect to be more closely investigated112

below.113

To visualize the energy distribution and spatial variation of the edge states, the114

spatially resolved relative differences of the LDOS [denoted by ∆LDOSs and defined as115

(LDOS-LDOSbulk)/LDOSbulk, see Fig. S6 for details] across the A or B edge (along the116

black arrows in Fig. 2c) are shown in Fig. 2e. Clear evidences of the edge states can117

be observed as manifested by the localized red areas at both edges, but within different118

energy windows. The ∆LDOSs at both edges are projected on the sidewalls by the yellow119

and red curves, highlighting the dominance of the edge states within the energy windows120

of 165-285 meV and 100-245 meV at the A and B edges, respectively (denoted by the gray121

shadowed areas). To further display the spatial distrubtions of the electronic states within122

both windows over the whole island, a series of dI/dV mappings ranging from 100 to 322 meV123

have been taken (Fig. 3a). According to the mappings, the LDOS at 100 meV shows nearly124

an irregular distribution, except for a slight enhancement around the edges. At 185 meV,125

corresponding to the bulk dip minimum, the LDOS is highly pronounced at the edges, owing126

to the localized distribution of the edge states. We also notice the lack of interference pattern127

in the interior of the island, indicating the 1D character of the dominant electronic states128
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at this energy. Further increasing the energy to 240 meV, the highlighted edge contour still129

exists but becomes disconnected, and some faint interference patterns emerge in the interior130

of the island as a signature of the surface states (namely, the bulk states defined earlier). At131

the peak energy of the A edge spectrum (∼270 meV), only the A edges are still visible in the132

mapping, consistent with the dI/dV spectra. These distinct states at the A edges contribute133

to the high energy part of the corresponding energy window, and may share similarities with134

the higher-order hinge states reported recently for bismuth films[30]. Besides, the enhanced135

interference patterns indicate the increased influences from the bulk states. Finally, at the136

peak energy of the bulk spectrum (∼322 meV), the highlighted areas are inside the island137

and on the films with lower layer thickness, revealing that the bulk states dominate at this138

energy.139

Based on the results presented above, we infer that the topological edge states exist within140

the energy windows of the A and B edges, especially highlighting itself around the bulk dip141

minimum. These experimental findings are also valid for stanene films with different layer142

thicknesses. Figure 3b shows the dI/dV mappings of the stanene films of 1-3 and 5 layers,143

taken at the respective bulk dip minima (residing within 180±20 meV for different layer144

films, see Fig. S4). It is clear that all those mappings exhibit highlighted edge contours in145

the LDOS, demonstrating the existence of the edge states.146

For the well-characterized 1D edge states near the bulk dip minimum, their topological147

nature needs to be further identified. To this end, we note that a topological edge state is148

typically accompanied by the linear crossings of electronic bands at some high-symmetry149

points in the momentum space, defining the Dirac points. In the present system, the150

calculated edge states of 4-layer stanene film show the existence of two Dirac points within151

each energy window of A and B edges mentioned above, labelled as D1-D4 in Fig. 2f. In152

particular, the corresponding topological edge states cover the bulk dip minimum in energy153

at both edges. Calculations of stanene films with different layer thicknesses also show the154

existence of topological edge states covering the bulk dip minimum (see Fig. S4). Based155

on the calculated results, we infer that the experimentally observed 1D edge states residing156

near the bulk dip minimum are topologically nontrivial.157

Our STM studies and first-principles calculations indicate that the 1-5 layer stanene films158

on the Bi(111) substrate are all QSH systems. This observation is quite striking, because in159

typical situations, stacking of QSHI layers would alter the topological invariant and result in160
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an odd-even oscillation of the Z2 number[18]. This layer dependence of the topology is absent161

in our systems, at least up to 5 layers. As shown in Table I, the physical origin of the robust162

nontrivial Z2 invariants against layer thickness is not due to the surface hydrogenation of the163

stanene films[7], but rather, is the consequence of their interfacial coupling with the Bi(111)164

substrate. Qualitatively, the Bi(111) substrate, with inherently strong SOC, is expected to165

promote the nontrivial topology in the few-layer stanene via proximity effects[32, 33].166

We have further experimentally studied the penetration depth of the topological edge167

states by integrating the spatially resolved ∆LDOSs over the repective energy windows for168

A and B edges (see details in Fig. S6). The results are displayed on the sidewalls by the blue169

curves in Fig. 2e, showing that the edge states have bilateral-penetration depths (including170

inner and outer sides) of less than 4 nm for the A edge and 5 nm for the B edge. In171

particular, towards the outer side of the A edge, the penetration depth is as short as 1 nm.172

Such a short penetration depth outwards is understandable considering that the A edge is173

terminated by the Sn atoms in the upper sublattice, which have much weaker coupling with174

the lower layer stanene. In contrast, the B edge is composed of the Sn atoms in the lower175

sublattice, which are strongly coupled with the lower layer stanene, resulting in the nearly176

symmetric penetration depths outwards and inwards.177

Considering that the A edges are generally longer and more regular than the B edges178

and have relatively shorter bilateral-penetration depths, it may enable the existence of179

parallel and densely packed multi-edge-channels, as conceptually depicted in Fig. 3f. Such a180

feasibility is partially conceived in a multi-step area shown in Fig. 3c. The profile of the gray181

dashed line is shown in Fig. 3d, by which we can recognize the height information as well182

as the distance between the neighboring steps. Here the steps have two different heights:183

single-layer and bilayer, indicated by the black and white lines, respectively, in Fig. 3c. The184

dI/dV mapping shows the spatial distribution of the edge states in this area (see Fig. 3e).185

It is obvious that the edge states are regularly localized at the single-layer steps, even when186

the in-plane distance between them is less than 2 nm. However, the edge states become187

irregular at the bilayer steps (see the area enclosed by the white dotted lines), where two188

edges are superposed without a well-defined in-plane distance. The irregular edge states are189

likely caused by the strong coupling and scattering between the edge states originating from190

superimposed edges. These results show that, on a principle level, few-layer stanene can191

be exploited to sustain dense multi-edge-channels using the A edge states of different layers192
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when properly staggered with in-plane distances of several nanometers. The establishment193

of such channels further offers new opportunities for manipulation of topologically nontrivial194

states for potential applications in quantum devices.195

On the superconductivity196

Recently, superconductivity of few-layer stanene has been detected using transport197

measurements[15], and type-II Ising pairing has also been proposed to interpret the observed198

unusually large in-plane upper critical fields beyond the Pauli paramagnetic limit[16, 34].199

Based on these earlier studies and the main results of the present work, we conjecture that200

simultaneous realization of superconductivity and topological edge states in stanene may be201

achieved in our systems, which in turn serves as an ideal platform for studying the interplay202

between the nontrivial topology and superconductivity, two central ingredients that can be203

further explored for realization of TSC[22, 35–37].204

As shown in Fig. 4a, the superconductivity of stanene films grown on Bi(111) is205

experimentally confirmed by our STS measurements, where the superconducting gap shows206

significant layer dependence. Notably, the single-layer stanene can exhibit superconductivity207

once the separated small islands develop into a whole film. This difference with ref.[15] is208

likely caused by the higher electron doping levels from the metallic Bi(111) substrate. As the209

thickness of the stanene films increases, the superconducting gap becomes wider and deeper.210

Full gaps against thermal excitations at 400 mK are obtained when the thickness reaches211

3.5 layers or higher (see Fig. 4a). The gap values (∆) extracted by half the difference of212

bias between the two coherence peaks are plotted in Fig. 4b, together with the zero bias213

conductance (ZBC) that quantizes the degree of the superconducting gap compared with214

a full gap. It can be seen that ∆ increases rapidly with the thickness, saturating at ∼1.5215

layers; in contrast, ZBC decreases slower, saturating until ∼3.5 layers.216

Different from previous 2D material platforms combining nontrivial topological states and217

superconductivity which require the participation of the proximity effects associated with218

an additional s-wave superconductor[22, 38–40], or additional electrical gates[41, 42], both219

ingredients are inherently present in few-layer stanene. In particular, an inherent proximity220

effect would exist between the bulk and topological edge states of stanene itself as long221

as the edge states cross the Fermi level, resulting in the 1D TSC. This condition could222

be achieved after properly adjusting the doping level, e.g., by tuning the thickness of the223

substrate[15]. In addition, the intrinsically strong SOC may render stanene a promising 2D224
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TSC under proper conditions[43]. The interplay between strong SOC, nontrivial topology,225

and superconductivity, together with the versatile tunability by surface functionalization or226

varying the substrate collectively make few-layer stanene a fertile ground for studying novel227

superconductivity and tunable topological properties for potential applications in quantum228

devices.229
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FIG. 1. Stanene films grown on the Bi(111) substrate. a, Schematics of a freestanding333

monolayer stanene containing two sublattices of Sn atoms: top view (upper panel) and side view334

(lower panel). b, Schematic of the sample structure of 4-layer stanene/Bi(111)/Si, in which only 3335

bilayer Bi(111) films are explicitly displayed. The top surface of stanene is passivated by hydrogen336

atoms. c, Topography of the multilayered Bi(111) film before (upper panel) and after (lower panel)337

depositing Sn at low temperature. d, Topography of the 1st-layer stanene films formed on Bi(111)338

after annealing at ∼40 ◦C, with a cut line depicting the height profile shown at the bottom. The339

atomically resolved image shown on the upper middle displays the surface lattice of the 1st-layer340

stanene. e, Topography of multilayer stanene (∼ 2.5 layers) on Bi(111), with a cut line depicting341

the height profile shown at the bottom. Half layer means the half deposition time of Sn atoms342

compared with that of one layer. The atomically resolved image of the 3rd-layer stanene shown on343

the lower middle displays its surface lattice constant.344
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FIG. 2. Analysis of electronic structures and edge states of multilayer stanene on346

Bi(111). a, Calculated band structure of 4-layer stanene film on Bi(111) with contributions from347

different Sn orbitals highlighted by spots in different colors. An upward shift of 0.2 eV is applied to348

the calculated Fermi level (black dotted line) owing to the different electron doping level between349

experiments and calculations. b, Comparison between calculated DOS and experimentally detected350

dI/dV spectra on the 4-layer stanene film on Bi(111). The dotted lines highlight the well-matched351

low energy range around the Fermi level. c, Topography of a 4th-layer stanene island with a352

hexagonal shape. d, dI/dV spectra taken in the interior and at the A or B edge of the same353

stanene island shown in c, as marked by the different colored spots. e, Three-dimensional plots354

of the ∆LDOSs as a function of energy and spatial distance along the black arrows in c, for A355

(left) and B (right) edges. The ∆LDOSs at respective edges (marked out by the black triangles)356

are projected on the sidewalls using the same color codes with d with the gray shadowed areas357

showing the energy windows dominated by the edge states (∆LDOS>0). The spatial variations of358

the edge states integrating over respective energy windows are also projected by the blue curves. f,359

Calculated topological edge states at the A and B edges, with the Dirac points D1-D4 marked by360

the yellow crosses. The gray shadowed energy windows in e are indicated by the horizontal gray361

lines.362
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FIG. 3. Spatial distributions of topological edge states. a, dI/dV mappings of the stanene364

island shown in Fig. 2c at different energies. b, dI/dV mappings of stanene islands on different365

layers taken at the energy of the respective bulk dip minimum. Scale bars: 5 nm. c, Topography of366

a multi-step area. Steps with a single-layer (bilayer) height are depicted by the black (white) lines.367

d, Profile of the gray dashed lines in c, with the absolute value of the slope of the height profile368

defined by |dz/dx| shown at the bottom measuring the distance between the neighboring steps.369

e, dI/dV mapping of the multi-step area at the energy near the bulk dip minimum. f, Schematic370

graph of multi-edge-channels (red) along the properly staggered A edges.371
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FIG. 4. Superconductivity of stanene films. a, Layer-dependent superconducting gap of373

stanene films at 400 mK, normalized by the intensity of the normal states at -1.0 mV. b, Variations374

of the SC gap value (∆) and the ZBC with the layer thickness.375
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TABLE I. Z2 invariants of different layer stanene films under various conditions.

Conditions

Z2 Thickness

1-layer 2-layer 3-layer 4-layer 5-layer

w/o Bi w/o H 1 0 1 0 1

w/o Bi w/ H 0 0 1 1 1

w/ Bi w/o H 1 1 1 1 1

w/ Bi w/ H

(experimental condition) 1 1 1 1 1
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Figures

Figure 1

Stanene �lms grown on the Bi(111) substrate. a, Schematics of a freestanding monolayer stanene
containing two sublattices of Sn atoms: top view (upper panel) and side view (lower panel). b, Schematic
of the sample structure of 4-layer stanene/Bi(111)/Si, in which only 3 bilayer Bi(111) �lms are explicitly



displayed. The top surface of stanene is passivated by hydrogen atoms. c, Topography of the
multilayered Bi(111) �lm before (upper panel) and after (lower panel) depositing Sn at low temperature. d,
Topography of the 1st-layer stanene �lms formed on Bi(111) after annealing at 40 C, with a cut line
depicting the height pro�le shown at the bottom. The atomically resolved image shown on the upper
middle displays the surface lattice of the 1st-layer stanene. e, Topography of multilayer stanene ( 2.5
layers) on Bi(111), with a cut line depicting the height pro�le shown at the bottom. Half layer means the
half deposition time of Sn atoms compared with that of one layer. The atomically resolved image of the
3rd-layer stanene shown on the lower middle displays its surface lattice constant.

Figure 2

Analysis of electronic structures and edge states of multilayer stanene on Bi(111). a, Calculated band
structure of 4-layer stanene �lm on Bi(111) with contributions from different Sn orbitals highlighted by
spots in different colors. An upward shift of 0.2 eV is applied to the calculated Fermi level (black dotted
line) owing to the different electron doping level between experiments and calculations. b, Comparison
between calculated DOS and experimentally detected dI/dV spectra on the 4-layer stanene �lm on
Bi(111). The dotted lines highlight the well-matched low energy range around the Fermi level. c,
Topography of a 4th-layer stanene island with a hexagonal shape. d, dI/dV spectra taken in the interior
and at the A or B edge of the same stanene island shown in c, as marked by the different colored spots. e,
Three-dimensional plots of the ΔLDOSs as a function of energy and spatial distance along the black
arrows in c, for A (left) and B (right) edges. The ΔLDOSs at respective edges (marked out by the black
triangles) are projected on the sidewalls using the same color codes with d with the gray shadowed
areas showing the energy windows dominated by the edge states (ΔLDOS>0). The spatial variations
of the edge states integrating over respective energy windows are also projected by the blue curves.



f, Calculated topological edge states at the A and B edges, with the Dirac points D1-D4 marked by the
yellow crosses. The gray shadowed energy windows in e are indicated by the horizontal gray lines.

Figure 3

Spatial distributions of topological edge states. a, dI/dV mappings of the stanene island shown in Fig. 2c
at different energies. b, dI/dV mappings of stanene islands on different layers taken at the energy of the
respective bulk dip minimum. Scale bars: 5 nm. c, Topography of a multi-step area. Steps with a single-
layer (bilayer) height are depicted by the black (white) lines. d, Pro�le of the gray dashed lines in c, with
the absolute value of the slope of the height pro�le de�ned by |dz/dx| shown at the bottom measuring the
distance between the neighboring steps. e, dI/dV mapping of the multi-step area at the energy near the
bulk dip minimum. f, Schematic graph of multi-edge-channels (red) along the properly staggered A edges.



Figure 4

Superconductivity of stanene �lms. a, Layer-dependent superconducting gap of stanene �lms at 400 mK,
normalized by the intensity of the normal states at -1.0 mV. b, Variations of the SC gap value (Δ) and the
ZBC with the layer thickness.
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